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System HAx1 SP SU

Black Super 
Stretch Needle

with medium ball point; eye and thread 
groove are wider; the nonstick coating en-
sures better glideability and the special bla-
de design helps to reduce needle breakage 
and skipped stitches; for sensitive highly 
elastic stretch fabrics such as lingerie fabrics

Needle size NM 75 and NM 90



System 130/705 H-JT

Gold Jeans Needle  
  

with medium ball point; longer service life 
of the needle thanks to wear protection coa-
ting; in addition, the special blade design 
reduces deflection of the needle and redu-
ces the risk of needle breakage and skipped 
stitches; for denim (jeans) and similarly thick 
woven fabrics

Needle size NM 90 and NM 100



System 130/705 H-SU XS

Black Super Fine 
Needle

with slim, slightly rounded point; the very 
slim needle design and smooth nonstick coa-
ting ensure particularly gentle handling of 
sensitive materials and reduced adhesion on 
the needle; for very fine, delicate and light-
weight fabrics such as silk, organza and voile, 
even in combination with adhesive stabilizers

Needle size NM 60 and NM 70



System 135x5 MR

Longarm 
Quilting Needle  

with acute point for precise penetration;  the 
needle’s special scarf makes sure the thread 
is picked up easily and skipped stitches 
are avoided even with frequent changes of  
direction by the needle during quilting; for 
quilting with special long arm machines

Needle size NM 100



Felting Needle

System 18x38x1

with barbs for decorative needlefelt work. 
Fibres are transported through the needle 
stitches, thereby incorporating fabrics or ot-
her suitable materials such as woollen fiber 
webs or wool threads into a base material. 
Felting needles do not have an eye and are 
not suitable for normal sewing with thread.



Leather Needle DH

System 130/705 H DH

with cutting point DH (= half triangular 
point) for easier penetration; for straight 
seams on leather, hard synthetic leather or 
similar materials. Not suitable for woven or 
knitted fabrics

Needle size NM 100
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